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Unit 1 

 

 

What is Cinematography ? 

 

Cinematography is the  art  of visual storytelling.  Anyone can  set  a camera on  a tripod 

and hit record, but the  artistry of cinematography comes in controlling what the  viewer  

sees (or doesn’t see) and how  the  image is presented.  Film is a visual me- dium, and the  

best-shot films  are  ones  where you  can  tell  what’s  going  on  without hearing any  of the  

dialogue. 

With some  basic  knowledge of composition and scene  construction, you  can  plan 

scenes using this visual language.  Learn how  different shots work  together to  form a 

clear,  cohesive narrative and how  to  compose each  shot in a way that is visually 

pleasing for  the  viewer.   Understanding these simple rules will  help make your  films 

more thrilling and engaging.  

 

Basic Rules of Composition 

There are  some  simple cinematography techniques that will  have a great impact 

in making your  videos look  more professional. 

The  Rule  of Thirds is a technique of dividing the  frame up  into a 3x3 grid,  

splitting your  frame into nine boxes.  Our  natural impulse is to  put  our  subject dead 

center, but a centered subject will  look  like  they’re caught in a spotlight, and by 

dropping them 

in the  center of the  frame, it gives  them nowhere to  go.  Instead, by positioning 

your action in any  of the  four  vertices where those nine boxes  meet, you  create a 

balance in your  composition that feels  more natural.  For  example, a side  view of a 

person driv- ing  a car: on  the  top  left  vertex is the  driver’s head and shoulder, which 

follows  their arm down to  the  lower  right vertex to  the  steering wheel.   This  creates 

a nicely bal- anced frame of the  driver on  the  top  left  and the  wheel  on  the  lower  

right.  

  Relatives of the  rule of thirds are  Head Room and Look  Room.  Just  as the  rule of 

thirds splits up  your  frame to  add  balance, head room and look  room mean to  give 



  

 

your subject a little extra room in wherever direction they’re facing. If you  are  

filming a public speaker, position them so there’s a little less room at  their back and 

a little more above their head.  Subconsciously, we picture the  edge  of the  frame as 

a wall,  so by giving your  subject more look  room and head room, there is a space  for  

them to speak into.  By not giving them enough look  room, they’ll look  like  they’re 

talking to a wall! 

Varying your  shots will  keep  your  audience interested by giving them something 

new to  look  at  or an  object presented in a new  way. 

 

 

 

Find unique ways to  show  everyday things.  Observing a scene  from the  height 

of your  camera operator can  get  dull;  one  way to  avoid over-reliance on  this point 

of view is to  meet your  subject on  its  own  terms.  If you  are  filming someone 

setting down a glass,  rather than show  the  person from the  torso up  setting the  

small object on  a table, make the  glass  your  subject and position your  camera on  

the  table, then watch as a giant drink fills  the  frame.  Your  audience will  know 

that because you took the  time to  focus  on  this object that it must be important 

and helps keep  the visual element of the  story  from growing stale. 

Add depth to  a composition. Rather than imagine the  scene  taking place on  a single 

plane, use  the  foreground, midground and background to  create depth in a scene.   For  

example, a factory worker has  entered his  boss’s office  to  ask  for  a raise.   The  subject of the  

scene,  the worker, is in the  midground, while the  large,  looming figure of his  boss  occupies 

the  fore- ground.  Behind them, the  factory scene  hums along with dozens of other 

workers. You have tied the  three key elements of the  scene  (the  worker, the  boss,  the  

factory machines) together in one  visually rich composition. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

These  are  just  the  simple rules, but they will  do  a lot  for  improving the  look  of 

your compositions, and will  help you  to  start thinking of the  frame as a canvas where 

you  create your  images.  

 

The Types of Shots and What They Mean 

 

Your  camera is a surrogate for  your  audience.  The  way it interacts with the  scene  

dic- tates the  way your  audience feels  they are  interacting with the  scene.   How  do  

you  want your  audience to  feel  watching a scene?   Do you  want them to  feel  

disoriented?   De- tached?  Should the  story  feel  serene, off-balance, or static?   Do you  

focus  on  sweeping grandeur or small details? Different shots convey different tones 

to  a scene;  answering these questions first  will  help decide what types  of shots to  use. 

Moving from long  to  close  shots is a trade-off between showing informative visuals 

or intimate emotions. You can’t  have more of one  without giving up  an  equal 

amount of the  other.  Starting at  the  extreme long  shot,  actors are  made very  small 

compared 

to  their surroundings, but this is where you  establish the  scene  and its  elements.  It 

is also  where you  can  express yourself visually in the  patterns in scenery and 

shadows that you  are  afforded at  this range.  At the  opposite end  is the  extreme 

close-up that puts a character’s emotions front and center.  There is less contextual 

information at this range, but at  this proximity to  a subject, the  emotional 

intensity can  be powerful. 

Let’s take a closer look  at  the  different types  of shots and how  they can  set  the  tone 

for a scene: 



   

 

Extreme Long  Shot:  Typically used  to  show  subjects of relatively 

massive scale.   Pic- ture a mountain climber represented as a tiny speck  

against a vast  expanse of snow, the extreme long  shot conveying the  

relative insignificance of the  character struggling against their 

environment.  It is a study in scale  and majesty. 

 

 

 

Long  Shot:  The  distance of the  camera from its  subject also  reflects an  

emotional distance; the  audience doesn’t get  as emotionally involved in 

what’s  going  on  as they would if they were  closer.   In a way, it makes 

viewers a casual bystander, somewhat aloof to  what’s  happening.  Take  a 

couple arguing, where the  details of their argument are  lost  to  the  viewer,  

and only  the  big  blow-ups are  able  to  catch our  attention. Some- thing is 

happening, but we can’t  be sure  what it is.Medium Long  Shot:  falling 

between the  long  and close  shots,  this is more informative than emotional. 

It is too  close  for  the  epic  scale  of a long  shot and too  far  to  convey the 

intimacy of a close  up,  making it emotionally neutral. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

Medium Shot:  the  medium shot is where we are  starting to  engage with 

the  characters on  a personal level.   It is an  approximation of how  close  

someone would be when hav- ing  a casual conversation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Close  Up: More  intimate than the  medium shot,  the  expressions and 

emotions of an actor are  more visible and affecting and is meant to  engage 

the  character in a direct and personal manner.  You are  starting to  lose  

visual information about the  character’s surroundings, but the  character’s 

actions are  more intimate and impacting. 

 

 

 

Extreme Close  Up: For  amplifying emotional intensity, the  extreme 

close-up puts the  camera right in the  actor’s  face, making even  their 

smallest emotional cues  huge -- and raises the  intensity of the  problems 

behind them.  This  works  for  objects too: the  ticking hands of a clock,  a 

bullet shell hitting the  floor,  the  blinking cursor of a computer terminal.  



   

 

What the  extreme close  up  lacks  in context, it makes up  for  by taking a 

small event and making it enormous. 

 

Dutch angle:  Tilting the  camera gives  a subtle cue  that something 

about the  scene is unstable or just  a little bit  off-kilter.  The  effect  shows  

the  unbalanced mental or emotional state of the  character, or to  make 

the  scene  feel  somehow unsettling.  

 

 

 

 

 

Bird’s  Eye Shot:  Similar to  the  extreme long  shot,  this starts to  get  into 

the  abstract realm of shapes and lines.  It is an  opportunity to  be 

completely divorced from char- acter, and let  the  shape of a grove  of trees,  

the  tangle of a freeway overpass, or the grid of city  lights on  a clear night 

dazzle the  viewer. 

 

 



   

 

Knowing what kinds of information these shots give  your  audience, 

think about how  each  of them fit together to  compose your  scene.   Using 

wide  shots can  make your  scene  feel  distant and impersonal or grand 

and epic  in scale.   Moving in very close  to  the  action gets  your  audience 

invested in the  characters and what’s  happen- ing  to  them, but at  the  cost  

of disorienting them in visual space. 

 

What Kind of ‘Character’ is my Camera? 

 

Not  being in front of the  screen, it’s easy  to  forget that there is one  very  

important character helping to  tell  the  story  -- the  camera!  As the  

cinematographer, your  job  is to decide what kind of ‘character’ your  camera 

is.  Does  it have an  objective or subjective  

 

viewpoint of the  scene?   Is it a passive observer or is it close  to  the  action?  

Once  you start thinking of the  camera as its  own  character, you’ll  find  this 

will  dictate the  shots you  use. 

What does  it mean to  have an  objective or subjective camera?  An  

objective camera is that of a third-party observer, like  you  watching a 

scene  play  out.   When picking 

your  shots,  ask  yourself which character interests you.   What do  you  think is 

important to  pay  attention to?  Picture a scene  of a man leaving his  wife 

and child on  a business trip.  You can  choose to  focus  on  the  wife planting a 

tender parting kiss  on  the  man’s cheek, or the  young child’s  preoccupation 

with a toy,  or even  a neighbor’s cheerful 

wave.   These  are  all  elements in the  scene;  it’s up  to  you  to  decide what 

you  think is important to  show.  

 

 

 



   

 

A subjective camera takes the  point of view of one  of the  

characters, and you  witness the  scene  through their eyes.   How  

different would it be to  see the same scene  from above happen as an  

objective observer versus one  of the  char- acters?   From the  

subjective point of view of the  husband, you  see the  sadness in the  

wife’s face  and experience the  disinterest in the  child as the  

character would.  Or you  can  choose the  child’s  point of view, 

meaning you’ll  only  be 

vaguely aware of the  dialogue of the  parting couple while the  toy  is 

the  focus  of the  scene.   Each  is a different perspective on  the  same 

event. 

Shooting a Basic Scene 

Now that you  understand how  to  use  different shots to  set  the  tone for  

a scene, 

let’s go through the  process of shooting a basic  scene:  two  cowboys ready to  

draw  at  high noon.  Each  shot is an  opportunity to  move in closer on  the  

action.  As your  shots move in closer,  the  audience becomes more involved 

in the  scene. 

First we start in the  long  shot,  establishing the  entire scene:  a wide,  high-

angle view of a dusty wild  west  town,  overlooked by a clock  tower.  From 

there, we see our  two  gunfight- ers  enter the  scene.   This  shot gives  context 

for  where we are  and what’s  going  to  happen. 

 

Once  you  have established your  scene  in the  long  shot,  you  can  move in 

closer to  cover one  of the  characters in a medium.  Here  we get  an  

opportunity to  identify each  of our gunfighters. 



   

 

 

 

Each  shot is meant to  draw  the  viewer  deeper into the  scene  by 

narrowing their fo- cus.   A close-up on  the  good  guy will  let  us 

identify with him.  A close-up on  the  bad guy is our  chance to  

dislike him.  Getting closer to  our  characters helps us identify who  

is in this scene  and why  we should care  what happens to  them. 

Now we can  draw  out  time by focusing on  individual 

elements of the  scene.  A close-up of the  hero’s  hand at  his  holstered 

gun.   The  bad  guy’s hand doing the  same. Extreme close-up of the  

hero’s  steely stare,  then on  the  bad  guy’s wild,  panicked eyes. An  

extreme close-up of the  clock  tower’s  hands hovering on  11:59. 

 

 

 

 Out  to  a medium to  see the  action in the  scene.   Each  gunfighter 

drawing his pistol, then a medium shot of the  bad  guy as he  clutches his  chest 

and falls  over.  



   

 

 

 

 

Finally out  to  a long  shot,  we see our  hero walk  off, the  body  of his  

vanquished op- ponent lying in the  street.  The  wide  shot allows  the  scene  

to  decompress, letting the audience come up  for  air  after diving deep into 

the  drama that just  unfolded.  Each new  shot pulls us closer into the  

action: first,  a wild  west  town,  then our  hero and vil- lain, their guns,  push 

in close  to  read their emotions, then show  the  action.  Finally, back out  to  

decompress from the  scene.   This  is just  one  example, and there is an 

endless variety of ways this same scene  can  be told using the  given shot 

types. 

Conclusion 

These  basic  lessons should get  you  thinking like  a cinematographer.  Treat 

your  cam- era  as another character in the  scene,  exercise proper framing of 

subjects, try  different camera angles and use  the  various types  of shots to  set  

the  tone for  your  scene.   By understanding the  language of visual 

storytelling, you  will  open up  a whole new  dimen- sion  to  your  films. 

 

 

 



   

 

Unit- 2 

 

Picture Composition 

When an audience  begins to view your production, the first thing they see (after any opening  

titles and credits) is how the camera is capturing  the subject. If 

that  is done well, the audience  will never notice how level the camera is, how smooth the 

camera moves are, and how well things are composed within the frame. Sad to say, they 

rarely notice your best work…but  they sure will notice if you do it poorly. 

 

 

Framing and Composition 

The objective of this chapter  is to give you some hints on how to make your camera 

work so good that  the audience  will never notice it. Bizarre, isn’t it? But, as soon as they 

notice poor camera  work, their attention is drawn  away from the story you are telling. 

First, let’s nail down  a couple of definitions: 

 

•  Frame   The screen space used for your presentation, determined during 

production by the viewfinder boundaries and the space within those boundaries. 

•   Composition The placement of various objects, settings, and characters  within 

those boundaries (the frame). 

 

Centering 

Usually you want  the composition  within the frame to be pleasing, or at least 

acceptable to the audience. Occasionally, there may be purpose  in “upsetting” the 

composition  so that  the audience  becomes  subconsciously uncomfortable, or that they 

will subconsciously (or even consciously) question  why things within the frame are as you 

present  them.  This way, they are being asked to figure something out that will help their 

understanding or enjoyment  of the story. Whew! Let’s look at some examples, starting 

with Figure 3-1. 

This figure shows a cereal box sitting on a table with no particular background. The box 

is centered horizontally in the frame. It’s almost centered vertically as well, although 

we expect objects to rest a little lower in the frame because  of gravity and head room, 

which will be discussed later in this chapter.  Because there are no other elements  in the 

shot to be included in the composition  and the box has no left/right orientation, it is 

correct that  it be centered. 



   

 

Figure 3-2 shows the cereal box off-center,  but because  there are still no other subjects in 

the frame begging  for attention, the composition  here might be considered  wrong.  

FIGURE 3-1    An innocent  cereal box 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3-2    An inordinate  amount of extra space 

 



 

 

FIGURE 3-3    Here comes trouble! 

 

 

 

Too much attention is drawn to the empty space to the right of the main, and only, subject. 

Unless, of course, you want the audience  to question  the empty space, which leads us to 

the next picture. 

 

In Figure 3-3 the audience’s curiosity about  the empty space is rewarded by the 

introduction of another character.  This character  creeps into the frame just as the 

audience  is beginning  to question  the empty space. Yes… it’s the dreaded CEREAL KILLER!!! 

Arrrgh! 

 

Because we’ve left enough room for the killer to be included in the composition—and we’ve 

cunningly crafted  the length  of our shot to allow the audience  just enough time to identify 

the cereal box and then  lock on to the empty space just as the killer enters the frame—the 

audience  will easily be able to see what’s happening and have a ringside seat for the 

mayhem that  will occur. 

 

Figure 3-4 shows the last bit of action in our sad little tale as the poor cereal box is done 

in. 

FIGURE 3-4    Send flowers, or better  yet, milk and a bit of sugar! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

So much for my corny and flakey sense of humor (ouch—who  threw that?). 

 

The point here is that  a single subject that  has no particular left/right orientation and no 

reason to be off-center  should be centered. If, as in our example, there is a reason to upset 

this traditional framing for the purposes  of the story, then  go for it. Just be certain that  your 

story is well served by your composition. 

 

 

Screen Direction 

So, does this mean that everything should be centered in the frame unless another element 

is about to be introduced? That’s where screen direction comes into play. The term screen 

direction has nothing to do with the role of the director of the film. It means the direction 

that objects, animals, or people appear to be facing, either when stationary or moving on the 

screen. 

 

Figure 3-5 depicts shots of a man and a woman having a conversation.  In each shot the 

character is placed slightly to one side of center.  That is because of the direction each is facing. 

They are not facing the camera, but are in profile to the camera as they face each other. 

FIGURE 3-5    Lead room 

 



 

 

 

 

 

In front of each character is space that  is referred  to as lead room. Having some lead room 

in front of the actors seems natural,  as their attention is focused beyond the space 

between them.  If they were centered, it might put too much emphasis  on the space 

behind them (unimportant space) because  it would be equal to the space in front 

(important  space). 

 

If, during one of these  shots, the character  turned  slowly to the camera to include the 

audience  in the conversation,  the camera operator should ease them into the center 

of the frame. A character  facing the camera has no left/right orientation and should be 

centered. 

 

Figure 3-6 shows another example of a moving subject. Imagine that  the camera  is 

mounted on a moving vehicle or camera  dolly and we’re tracking the subject. The buffer 

zone isolates the runner  from the edge  of the frame, but this space is less important 

than  the lead room. As we move along with the subject, the background that  enters  the 

frame becomes  new information.  By the time it gets to the buffer zone,  it’s old news. 

This gives the viewer something to look forward to. 

 

Head Room 

The term head room literally refers to the amount of space between the top of a person’s 

head and the top of the frame. While head room may vary depending on the field of view 

(how wide or tight the shot is), in most shots, the head room must be specifically accounted 

for. We humans  don’t like to see the top of someone’s head cut off, except, perhaps  in an 

extreme close-up where it is unavoidable.



 

 

 

FIGURE 3-6    Buffer zone and lead room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buffer zone                                                                        Lead room 

 

 

 

How much head room should be given during any field of view can be easily determined 

if you follow one simple rule: If you divide the screen into horizontal thirds (usually in 

your imagination), try to put the person’s eyes on or very near the top third line. Figure 

3-7 helps make this explanation  a little clearer. 

Notice that  this person has a reasonable  enough space above her head that  it 

does not seem as if she is bumping  her head on the top of the frame—and neither  

is there 

FIGURE 3-7    A reasonable amount of head room makes for a visually pleasing shot. 

 

Head room 

 

 

 

 

 

Top third line 

 

 

 

so much room between the top of her head and the upper frame line that  it will make the 

audience  question  the purpose  of the space ( just as the extra space afforded  to the cereal 

box in Figure 3-2 did in the cereal killer tragedy). 

  

No matter  how wide angle or close up the shot is, if you keep the eyes on that imaginary line, the 

head room will always be correct for the shot. 

 



 

 

As mentioned earlier, an extreme close-up will cause you to have to make a decision as to 

whether to keep the top of the head or the chin. The shot will just be too tight to 

accommodate both.  The rule of thumb  here is to cave in and cut off the top of the head.  

Why? Well, because  while the top of the head is a handy place to hang your hair (if you have 

any), the chin is actually part of your facial features  and is part of what makes you 

recognizable. Plus, it wags when you speak and so helps people to follow what you say if the 

sound track isn’t perfect. 

 

Remember,  head room applies to any shot where human  beings are the main 

component. If there are several people of different heights,  etc., you must choose one—

presumably the tallest or the most important character  in the scene. Beyond 

that  you should also consider head room when your subject is an animal, a vegetable, or even 

a mineral (dog, flower, rock, etc.), but because  these  subjects are often quite different in 

shape than  a human  being, you are allowed to be very liberal with your interpretation of 

correct head room for them.  Don’t have a nervous breakdown over it. Just doing what you 

feel looks good is usually okay. 

 

Periphery 

This last “rule of composition” isn’t really a rule at all. It’s simply a check that you 

should always conduct  before making your shot. It’s a known fact that when viewing 

a screen, the audience  tends to concentrate their attention toward  the center of 

the screen at first and then is led to the subject(s) of most interest by the cunning 



 

 

filmmaker.  

As camera operator, you also have a tendency  to keep your attention well within the frame, 

and before you make the shot, you must force yourself to scan around  the outer edges of the 

frame to see if there’s anything in the shot that shouldn’t be there. Figure 3-8 provides an 

example.  

While we’ve staged  the shot of the saloon interior for our Western  movie very well, 

you will notice several things that  really shouldn’t be there,  things that  you could 

have missed if you’d not taken the time to scan the frame. This means not only 

looking all around  the outer frame, but also carefully considering the whole frame. 

It’s amazing what you might find, as Figure 3-9 shows. 

 

I don’t think there’s an event videographer on the planet that  hasn’t deserted 

their tripod for some great handheld shots only to accidentally shoot a reverse 

angle and end up shooting  a picture of their tripod. 

 

Fields of View 

In order to convey the meaning  of how wide or close a shot should be, there must 

be some way of expressing each shot type that  might be required.  While I have 

heard of up to a dozen breakdowns between an extreme long (wide) shot and an 

extreme close-up, it’s really only necessary to use about  five. 

Here are the ones that  I’ve heard (and that  I use) most often: 

• E x t r e me  long  shot  (ELS)  Much more than  the subject matter  is seen 

in the frame. 

• L o n g  shot  (LS)  The subject matter  comfortably fills the frame, with 

appropriate head room and a little room beneath the subject as well. 

• M e d i u m  shot  (MS)   Approximately half the subject matter  is seen 

in the frame. Also called a mid-shot. 

•  Close-up  (CU)  About one third of the subject matter  is framed.  A classic 

head and shoulders shot. 

•  Extreme close-up (ECU)  One quarter or less of the subject is seen in the frame. 

It’s traditional in the industry to use the abbreviations  ELS, LS, MS, CU, and ECU in any 

documents (scripts, shot lists, etc.). When working with a knowledgeable crew, 

these abbreviations  can be spoken and will be understood (and it sounds  real cool). 

Keep in mind that Figure 3-10 is an approximation of how each field should look. 

There is a little room for your own interpretation, but you should be close to what is 

depicted  here. 

Figure 3-10 shows how these  fields of view might look. 



 

 

FIGURE 3-10    These are standard definitions of shots. 

 

 

 

 

 

ELS 

(Extreme long shot) 

LS (Long 

shot)

 

 

 

 

MS (Medium shot) 

 

 

 

CU 

(Close up) 

ECU 

(Extreme close  up)

 

 

Cut Off 

When we say that  in a long shot (LS) the subject comfortably fills the frame, we mean from 

top to bottom (vertically). With very few exceptions,  people are usually not as wide as they 

are high, so we’re not talking horizontally. While we try not to have our subjects interfere 

with the frame, in any shot tighter than  the long shot you will have to start cutting  off 

body parts. It’s okay because  audiences  are quite used to this form of mutilation, but there 

is a rule to be observed here (of course!). The rule is: Thou shalt not cut a person off at a 

natural joint! Figure 3-11 demonstrates why.



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3-11    Good and bad positions for the lower frame line 

 

Poor  frame 

(feet cut off) 

 

 

 

 

 

Good frame (with a little space 

below his feet) 

 

So, in a long-shot  composition  where you have decided to not show the feet, don’t cut the 

person’s feet off right at the ankles. This just looks weird! Similarly, don’t cut a person off at 

the knees, the waistline, or the neck (the worst thing you can do). The elbows don’t matter  

so much because  they are not part of the torso and might likely move around  a bit 

anyway. 

 

When you cut a person  off right at the neck, it gives a subconscious  image of a 

decapitated head,  or a “head in a box” image, that  can be uncomfortable for 

the viewer. In this field of view you could either zoom out a wee bit to include the 

shoulders  or zoom in to an extreme  close-up (see Figure 3-12). If you opt for an 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3-12    Zooming in or zooming out of a face is preferable  to cropping right at the neck. 

 

Not OK 

(Head in a box) 

OK                                                       OK



 

 

extreme close-up, you will have to sacrifice the top of the head (as mentioned earlier). For 

some reason,  showing  just the neck and what’s left of the head  is somehow acceptable. If 

you really must know why this is, you should get out of filmmaking and take up psychiatry. 

 

The Moving Shot 

Unlike a still photograph, the frame in a motion picture shot might be constantly changing  

and composition  will have to be updated constantly.  Watch a single shot from a televised 

hockey game and you’ll know what I mean.  By utilizing the ability to pan (rotating the 

camera to “look”  right and left), tilt (moving the camera to “look” up and down), and 

zoom (simulating a move closer or farther from the subject by adjusting the lens optics) 

you can change  the composition  as the shot progresses. 

 

To practice this skill take your camera outside on the street and while viewing the opposite  

side of the street pan smoothly back and forth. Follow car traffic as it passes you one way 

and then  the other.  Then find a tall building and practice tilting from bottom to top and 

from top to bottom. Follow a subject moving from left to right in a tight shot (MS or CU) 

and then  widen out with the zoom as you stop panning.  Then catch another subject going 

the other way and begin the opposite  pan to follow it as you zoom in. If you can get 

permission to film a local sporting event, try to follow the action (hockey would certainly be 

better  than  chess). It’s all good practice. 

 

The Last Word 

Proper framing and composition  is a very important aspect  of the filmmaking process. 

Remember,  your camera work is the first thing the audience  will critique you on. Always think 

about  the composition  while setting up and making a shot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Unit -3 

 

Lenses, Light, and ‘Lectricity 

Modern motion media is composed primarily of pictures and sound.  Attaining the highest 

degree  of audience  acceptance begins with the right type of visual image, properly displayed. 

 

 

Capturing a Clear  Image 

Creating an image for your production requires some light on the subject and the right lens 

to pass the image through to the camera. 

 

Lenses 

In the early days of photography and motion  pictures,  there  was only one lens to a 

camera  (see Figure 4-1). If you wanted to switch from a standard field lens to a 

telephoto lens, you would have to unscrew  one lens and replace it with the other while 

the camera was not rolling. 

 

Then a new level of sophistication  was reached  with the invention of the lens turret, a 

rotating  plate mounted on the front of the camera that  held three or four lenses, which 

could be rotated into place as required,  again, as the camera was at rest (see Figure 4-2). 

 

 

FIGURE 4-1    Silent movie camera with fixed lens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FIGURE 4-2    The lens turret partially rotated for clarity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, along came the zoom lens (see Figures 4-3 and 4-4). A single lens could now be used 

to shoot wide-angle,  normal view, or telephoto shots without  having to actually change  

lenses. 

 

The original zoom lenses were not optically sophisticated enough to actually use the zoom 

function during the shot. A lot of optical distortion would be evident during a zoom move due 

to the number  of glass elements  in these lenses. Eventually, lenses were made to higher 

specifications that minimized this distortion. The field of view could now be adjusted during the 

shot, a special effect that draws the audience  in for a closer view of the subject or pushes 

them away to give a wider shot. Unfortunately, many filmmakers went zoom-crazy. Ten or 

twelve fast zooms in rapid succession can make some audience members  feel queasy, and the 

rest of us just annoyed.  If you want to zoom during a shot, it is acceptable, but do so 

sparingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FIGURE 4-3    The zoom lens. Notice the caps on the turret where other prime lenses would be. With the zoom 

lens we don’t need them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-4    Cut-away view of a zoom lens showing the many glass elements. 
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Fields of View 

Before learning what “fields of view” is all about,  it’s important to understand what the 

focal length  of a lens is. You might have heard someone asking what length  of lens was 

used on a particular shot. This sounds  as if there is an important fact about the actual 

length  along the outside of the lens, from the camera body to the end of the lens. This is 

not what lens length  means. 

 

As Figure 4-5 indicates, focal length is the distance between the optical center of the lens, 

when it is focused on infinity, and the image plane. In a video camera, this is the charged 

coupled device (CCD) (in a single-CCD camera) or the prism that breaks the light into three 

beams to be passed on to each of three CCDs in a three-CCD camera. The CCD is an electronic 

device that converts the light into an electrical signal to be recorded on the capture  format 

(tape, static memory, hard drive, etc.). 

 

The measurement, which has been created  by the manufacturer when engineering the 

lens, is based on the way light is treated as the lens is being focused. Most lenses allow a 

focus range from just a few feet (or meters) in front of the camera to 50 or more feet 

(15.24 meters), as well as a last setting for infinity, which means that  everything will be in 

focus from 50 feet to infinity. An example of an infinity focus setting would be when 

you are shooting  mountains in the distance (or anything else further than 50 feet away). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-5    Focal length 
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Light reflected  from your scene into the lens will be inverted at a certain point and then  

sent on to the CCD(s), much as happens with your own eyes—the brain then rights the 

image for you so you don’t feel you’re living in a topsy-turvy world. 

 

As you focus the lens from, say, 3 feet (0.9 m) through 50 feet and on to infinity (and 

beyond!),  the optical center,  where  the light inverts, shifts from lens element to lens 

element, finally coming to rest in only one element. The measurement is taken  from 

this element  (the optical center) to the image plane in the camera. 

It is expressed in millimeters. 

 

So, for instance,  you might have a 12mm lens, a 50mm lens, or a 75mm lens for your 

camera.  In 35mm photography (still or motion picture), a 50mm lens is called a normal lens 

because  it most closely represents an image that is not magnified, much as you see with 

your naked  eye. A normal lens for a video camera  depends on the size of the image 

sensor (CCD). For a quarter-inch CCD, 5.2mm  is normal; for a one-third-inch CCD, 6.5mm is 

normal; and for a half-inch CCD, 9.3mm is normal. 

 

If a normal lens is 6.5mm,  then any lens less than this is considered  to be a wide angle lens, 

and a lens above this measurement is considered  to be a telephoto lens. Figure 4-6 shows 

the field of view you might expect of each of these lenses. 

 

As you can see, the distance between the camera and the subject (called focal distance) is 

the same in each example. Because of the lens distortion in the wide angle and 

telephoto examples, the subject appears  to be either farther or closer to the camera and 

more or less of the background is seen. 

 

Telephoto shots are like looking though a pair of binoculars. The subject is magnified. The 

view through a wide angle lens is like turning the binoculars around  and looking through 

them backwards.  It appears  to push the subject away optically. If you’ve never tried this 

with binoculars, try it and you’ll see a wide angle view of your scene. 

 

Although 12mm and 75mm are standard focal lengths found on many inexpensive zoom 

lenses, the range  can be far greater  on many zoom lenses or prime lenses (lenses that  

have only one focal length). Wide angle lenses can go down  to as little as 6mm. A 6mm, 

wide angle lens is usually called a fish eye lens because  the optical distortion makes very 

close objects appear  to bend into a round shape.  This effect is 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-6    The field of view from three different focal lengths 
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often used for artistic shots. An example might be a shot from the point of view of 

a drugged patient  in a hospital as the doctor leans close to examine him or her. The 

doctor’s face will be distorted  in such a way that  his face will become  roundly 

distorted—a  great effect to create  a feeling of disorientation (see Figure 4-7). 

 

The reason it’s called a fish eye lens is that  a fish’s eyes usually protrude from the head so 

that  most of the eye surface is available for image capture. It is supposed that  a fish can see 

almost 180 degrees—a very wide angle indeed. 

 

The use of a good quality lens, either prime or zoom, will ensure that  you have the ability to 

obtain  the sharpest,  most high-quality images with a minimum of unwanted distortion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FIGURE 4-7    The fish eye lens effect. Spooky, ain’t it? 

 

 

 

 

Lighting 

The use of proper lighting technology  and techniques  will set your program  apart from 

amateur productions. 

 

Why Light? 

With today’s sophisticated video cameras that  work well in very low light (let’s not even 

talk about  night vision or infrared photography!), why would we want to light a scene? 

Here are a few important reasons: 

 

•  To illuminate the scene so that  imaging is possible 

 

•  To bring out proper contrast  ratios between the lightest lights and the darkest 

darks 

•  To bring out proper color shades and intensities 

 

•  To model the subject pleasingly 

 

In the early days of filmmaking (1890s through 1920s) most motion pictures were shot 

outdoors. The reason for this is that until around  1928 there were no electric lights bright 

enough—or film speed fast enough—to capture  good,  natural-looking images. 

 

 



 

 

The technology  simply wasn’t there to allow shooting  indoors. Obviously, there had to be 

enough light to capture  a proper exposure on the film. 

 

What is exposure?  Here’s a definition: Exposure is the manipulation of light to create a 

picture with proper contrast  density and color, or just contrast  in black-and-white filming, 

that  resembles reality. Eventually, new, larger wattage lights were made and film 

sensitivities were formulated to shoot under these  new light sources. 

 

The desire to shoot indoors was pressing for many reasons. First, when shooting  indoors, the 

filmmakers had control over the elements. Shooting would no longer be subject to weather 

conditions or costly outdoor set construction. However, when the filmmakers first moved 

inside and screwed one of these new, higher-intensity lights into a ceiling receptacle,  they 

found that the lighting on their actors looked very poor on film. They tended to look flat and 

“pasty”—in other words, two dimensional. Remember, the screen on which we show this 

picture will only represent two dimensions: height and width. We have to try to simulate the 

third dimension (depth) using light and shadow.  We do this much the way an artist would 

draw a sphere (see Figure 4-8). 

 

The artist would start out drawing a circle, which, if left as a circle, could be envisioned as a disk, 

like a flat coin. But, by utilizing shading—shadow and light in the photographic sense—the 

artist can turn that image into the likeness of a sphere. It’s all a trick to make your brain think 

it’s seeing a third dimension that doesn’t really exist on the paper. 

 

 

FIGURE 4-8    First, I drew the flat circle on the left and then  I shaded  it to create  the sphere. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

So, obviously, formulas for lighting had to be concocted that  would simulate the three-

dimensional look that  daylight can give, or any other type of lighting required. While the 

sun is earth’s single actual light source, as it passes through our atmosphere, the light 

scatters and reflects from many objects on the ground. This can give a sense of lighting 

coming from several different directions. The greatest amount of light comes from the 

direction of the sun in the sky, but other lighting is reflected from rocks, trees, buildings, etc. 

 

Three-point Lighting 

So, lighting became  a dedicated technological  art form in photography. The first level of 

professional lighting is the three-point lighting formula (see Figure 4-9). This formula is 

intended, first and foremost,  to make a single actor look their best. That beautiful 

“magazine cover model”  look. 

In the plan-view diagram,  the camera and subject positions are predetermined and then  

the three light sources are placed. 

FIGURE 4-9    Three-point lighting setup.  The intensity of the lights is a 2 to 1 ratio. 
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The key light is the fixture that  will play the part of the sun. Note that  the key light is not 

right over the camera.  This would give a flat, two-dimensional look to the subject, and so it 

is set off to either side of the camera.  This light will be very bright and harsh. The bulb may 

be clear (you can see the filament though a clear glass envelope) and will cast a very well-

defined shadow  of the subject onto the background. 

 

The next light is the fill light. Either a frosted  bulb or diffusion material will be used to 

soften this light. Its dispersion pattern will likely be quite wide. The fill light will provide 

approximately half the intensity of the key light and will soften shadows  on the side of the 

subject that  it is affecting.  If this is the only light on, it will cast a very hazy shadow. 

 

The last light is the back light. The back light is not meant  to light the back of the subject. 

When the camera is in front of the subject, that  would be just silly! It’s meant to cast a rim 

of light on the top of the head and the tops of the shoulders.  If your subject has, for 

instance,  dark hair, a dark shirt, and is standing  in front of a dark background, they will 

tend  to blend into the background even though they may be several feet in front of it. 

That rim of light—the back light—will “pop” them out or separate them from the 

background. It is usually the same intensity as the key light. 

 

Typically, the key light is quite high up on its stand or in the overhead  lighting grid. The fill 

light will usually be lower, perhaps  two-thirds  the height  of the key light. The back light will 

be the highest light because  it is over and slightly behind the performer and so is in camera 

view if it is not high enough to be out of frame. The chance  of a lens flare from this light is 

also a consideration even if the light is above the top of the frame, so the higher it is hung,  

the less chance  of this there is. A stand is often not possible for a back light, as it would 

show up behind the performer, so it’s usually hung in an overhead  lighting grid or clamped 

to an existing ceiling fixture. 

 

Figures 4-10 through 4-16 illustrate key light, fill light, and back light in action. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FIGURE 4-10    Victoria is in silhouette  because  only the background is lit. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-11    We’ve begun  staging our three lights. Only the key light is turned  

on. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-12    The fill light is very soft and half the intensity of the key light. 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-13    The back light is the same intensity as the key light, but only rims 

the top surfaces. 



 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-14    Here is Victoria with all three lights on and balanced  to their 

2 to 1 intensity levels. 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-15    Ever hold a flashlight under your chin to scare your little 

brother? 



 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-16    Flat lighting often used for wide shots 

 

 

 

Broadcast Lighting 

Broadcast lighting here does not refer to lighting for television, but rather the practice of 

quickly (and in most cases very effectively) lighting a wide area with several lights of the same 

intensity. These lights are typically lined up on either side of the camera and spaced equally 

across the width of the set for even lighting from one side of the set to the other. 

 

In order to get the intensity correct across the entire set, a “reflective”  light meter is 

used that  can be pointed  at the set to read the total amount of light that’s reflected  

back. An “incident” light meter  is one that  reads the light intensity from 

a single light source by pointing  the meter  directly at the light. We don’t need  that type 

of light meter  here,  although some meters  will perform  both  functions  (see Figure 4-17). 

With broadcast lighting, the director of photography (DOP) will walk slowly back and forth 

across the width of the set to make sure that  the lighting is even (see Figure 4-18). 

Triangle Lighting 

Triangle lighting is a very quick way of assuring key/fill lighting ratios when working without  

the aid of a light meter.  It does not take into account  the back light, and while we should 

try to get the back light to the same intensity as the key light, it is more or less a dress 

light anyway, so it can be set by eye. 

GURE 4-17    My old Sekonic Studio Light Meter. It works as both a reflective and an incident meter. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s an example scenario: You are the DOP for a documentary crew asked to do an 

interview of a prominent politician who is staying at a local hotel. The hotel has graciously 

allowed you to set up minimum equipment in one corner of their lobby where there is a 

comfortable chair that  your interviewee (the politician) can sit in while being grilled by your 

off-camera  interviewer. You can set up a key and fill light for the politician, but a back light 

is not practical because  the chair is against  the wall and there is no room to set it up to 

reasonable advantage. Besides, the chair and the wall behind it provide enough contrast. 

 

 

FIGURE 4-18    Broadcast lighting setup 
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Lights                                                                                      Lights 

 

How do you ensure proper key light to fill light ratios? Simple. You use the triangle 

lighting formula. One proviso here: You must use two light sources that  give off exactly 

the same amount of light. Figures 4-19 through 4-24 illustrate how the triangle lighting 

formula works. 

 

It’s very quick and easy to set up and can come in handy. If you just do it by eye, other crew 

members  on the set will be amazed  at how you could be so accurate  when it seems that  

you just casually placed the lights and created  perfect  lighting! Wow! 

 



 

 

 

 

No matter  how you do it, it’s very important to get the right lighting effect on 

individuals and tight, small group shots. Much of this type of lighting is done by careful 

placement, reading intensities, and experimentation 

 



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4-19    Step 1: Set up a light near (but not right over) 

the camera. 

FIGURE 4-20    Step 2: Pace out the distance 

from the camera to the subject. 
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FIGURE 4-21    Step 3: Measure the same distance 90 degrees  away from the light you’ve set up. 
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FIGURE 4-22    Step 4: Sight a straight line back to the camera. 
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FIGURE 4-23    Step 5: Plant the second light at the halfway point of this line. 
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FIGURE 4-24    The key light will be the one closer to the subject. This can all be done by eye. 
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Lighting Products and Objects 

Lighting the people who appear  in front of your camera is important, but you will likely 

be called upon to properly light other things as well. Figure 4-25 indicates just 

a few pieces of extra lighting gear that  you can use to paint your setting with light. In this 

figure, the gel frame is slotted into the lighting fixture and can hold colored gel, diffusion 

material, or a wire mesh screen to lower the light intensity. The barn doors on the light 

help it from falling where it’s not wanted. The French flag held in the grip stand will block 

light from a distance in front of the light when the barn doors cannot do the job properly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

FIGURE 4-25    Lighting equipment 
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Electrics 

Artificial light requires electricity. It’s important to know some basic electrical theory 

and safety considerations. 

 

Current Consumption 

By now, you might be getting  the idea that we tend to use a lot of light to create the 

look that we want in a scene. On a small shoot, you might utilize a lighting kit with 

three or four fixtures. Each of these might have a bulb with a wattage rating of 250 to 

1000 watts. This is a very conservative lighting kit for interviews or small area coverage. If 

you can’t afford to buy a good kit, you can always rent one for a reasonable day rate. A 

larger shoot covering a larger setting might utilize the equivalent of several of these kits 

and single lighting fixtures up to 2,000  watts each or more. 

 

A Real-world Example 

You’ve been asked to shoot in an office or factory setting,  mostly around  one desk or 

work area. You have a 1,000-watt lamp and two 600-watt lamps. You’ve determined 

that  these  will provide enough light for the setting,  but you aren’t sure how many 

lights you can plug into one outlet  before  tripping a circuit breaker  and possibly 

causing a problem for the office or factory workers. In order to avoid this situation, 

you have to do a little research  and be aware of a simple mathematical formula. 



 

 

The research  part is finding out what else may be plugged  into the same circuit. Any given 

electrical outlet might be joined to several other outlets that  are on the same circuit. Outlets 

on the same circuit are usually (but not always) on the same wall. Outlets on opposite  walls are 

usually (but not always) on separate circuits. Unfortunately, there are always exceptions, 

especially in renovated buildings. 

 

Also, just because  all of the outlets on one wall are not being used doesn’t mean that 

there aren’t outlets on the other side of the wall that  are on the same circuit. You just 

have to look for things that  could likely be on the circuit you want to use and factor them 

into the math.  It’s not really an exact science. 

 

If you find there is a cell phone  charger plugged  in, or maybe a small desktop  clock, don’t 

worry about  it. These small, solid-state devices will not draw enough current to affect your 

math,  unless you find 50 such devices on the same circuit. If, on the other hand,  you find 

anything with a motor in it (refrigerator,  air conditioner, desk fan, etc.) or a cathode ray 

tube  (CRT) television or monitor,  you definitely have to find out the current draw (wattage)  

of these  devices and factor them in. It is probably a good idea to either unplug  them if 

you can or use another circuit for your lights. 

 

A Lesson in Electrical Theory 

The purpose of this book is not to educate you in depth about subjects that are not 

video production techniques, but occasionally I feel compelled  to make sure you 

understand at least the basics so that your production life is made easier. So, here’s the 

short course on what you need to know about  things electrical (don’t worry—it’s short). 

 

First, some definitions: 

 

•  Electricity   The flow of electrons. 

 

•  Voltage, volts    A measure  of the pressure under which electricity flows. 

 

•  Amperage, amps    A measure  of the amount of electric current. 

 

•   Wattage, watts   A measure  of the amount of work done by a certain 

amount (or amperage) of electric current at a certain pressure or voltage. 

 

Okay, now that  you have these  definitions, how do you use them?  Let’s say you set up to 

shoot an interview in someone’s corporate office and you have a light kit consisting of two 



 

 

1,000-watt lamps and two 600-watt lamps. When you start looking for power for these  

lights, you find that  the small office only has two outlets.  These are on opposite  walls, 

so are probably separate circuits. The most convenient  way to provide lighting would be to 

plug both  1,000-watt lamps into the same outlet.  Can you do this without  blowing a 

breaker? 

 

Before we do the (simple) math on this, you have to know certain facts: North American 

power  is 110 to 120 volts and most outlets are 15 amps. Since you already know the 

wattage of your lamps (which you should make a point of knowing), you are ready for the 

calculation. It is: 

 

Total wattage of lamps divided by voltage of power  supply = amperage  required 

 

If the answer exceeds 15 amps, then  you cannot  do it. For instance,  two 1,000-watt 

lamps equal 2,000  watts.  So: 

 

2000 / 120 = 16.66  amps. If you divide by 110, the answer is even worse (18.18 amps). 

 

In short, you can’t plug two 1,000-watt lamps into the same receptacle  without 

tripping a breaker.  You’d be better  off plugging one 1,000-watt lamp and one 

600-watt lamp into each receptacle  (1600 / 110 = 14.54  amps). 

 

Important Safety Tips 

It’s been suggested by my editor that  I include some safety tips concerning  the use of 

electrical lighting. My experience is that  if anything can go wrong on a set, it will most likely 

be with the lighting. Either you work for hours and can’t quite get the look you want 

(although  that’s not really a safety issue, unless you consider the temperament 

of the director) or you might have an electrical or heat problem. So, 

here are some general safety tips: 

•  When first setting up light stands,  use a double-sided sandbag to hold the stand 

upright.  Some lighting stands  and fixtures are very lightweight  and could easily be 

knocked over. A double-sided sandbag is a single bag, stitched through the center 

so that  it will hang on the stand.  Do not allow this bag to touch  the floor, or it will 

not hold the stand effectively! 

•  When you set up your lights, and before you plug them into a power  source, always 

make sure that  the switches on the lights are in the off position. This will assure that  



 

 

the light will not come on when  you plug it in and blind someone on the set who 

isn’t expecting the brilliant, sudden  light. It also negates the possibility of an 

electrical flash at the plug, which could burn you. 

 

•  Bulbs can explode when their life is over (talk about  going out in a blaze of glory!). So don’t 

stand too close to a lamp that’s powered up. If possible, use screens in your light fixtures to 

stop glass from flying outward. I was working in a television studio when an exploding bulb 

showered the host with glass. Fortunately, he wasn’t hurt—just covered in hot glass—but it 

could have been devastating. 

•  Another thing that  can cause a bulb to blow up is by touching  it with your fingers, 

likely when you’re changing  bulbs. The oil from your skin will transfer to the bulb 

and when the bulb is turned  on, it will heat up unevenly and explode. This only 

happens on bulbs that  are in the upper wattage range 

(500 watts or more). 

 

•  When handling hot light fixtures (for example, when you adjust the barn 

doors), always wear protective gloves. 

•  If you are moving lights between shots, always unplug  the cord first. Don’t drag the 

extension cord after the fixture. It could pull tight and cause your stand to fall over 

when you put it down  before  you replace the sand bag on it. 

•  Inspect your electrical cords regularly and service them if they seem the least bit 

frayed. 

 

Lighting your scene properly allows you to achieve a look and feel that is specific to your subject. It’s worth 

spending  time to get just the right visual effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Unit – 4 

 

The Camera 

video cameras come in all shapes,  sizes, and prices. It can be a bit of a challenge to 

choose  the right camera for what you want to do. 

 

 

Camera Types,  Functions, and Accessories 

We all know what a camera is for, but there are many functions  and features  that 

professional filmmakers need to be aware of. 

 

Pricing 

For many people  just starting  out, price is a definite factor in their buying decision. Figure 

2-1 and 2-2 show two cameras you could choose from, but one is ten times the cost of the 

other.  If you can afford it, you’d be advised to get the more professional camera.  After all, I 

assume that by reading this book you’re more interested in shooting something that looks 

professional than just capturing  the family holiday at Disneyland. 

 

Both of these  cameras are made by highly respected and innovative companies,  and both 

companies  have a range  of camera styles and costs to choose  from. 

 

Media Types 

There are a plethora  (that’s a lot!) of different media types. “Media types” refers to the 

type of media the camera uses to store the images and sounds.  A few of the choices here 

are videotape,  Mini DVD (not to be confused  with Mini DV, which is a videotape  format), 

memory sticks and cards, and hard drives. In the tape  category, the main choices are 

Betacam, Mini DV, DV-Cam, and DVC-Pro. 

 

Other media types are (thankfully) obsolete  and no longer supported in newly 

manufactured cameras.  I refer here to VHS, Super-VHS, 8mm, and Hi-8mm analog 

systems, as well as 8mm digital. If you’re using Mini DVD, memory sticks/cards, or hard 

drives, you can forget the information  on tape scanning modes and U-Matic threading 

covered in the previous chapter. 

 

 



 

 

Capture Formats 

“Capture formats” refers to the electronic signal laid down  on the media. Table 2-1 lists 

some common  ones. 

 

 

FIGURE 2-1    This Handycam is great for family videos. It costs a couple of hundred dollars. 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2-2    This more professional camera captures  better  pictures, has better  sound,  and has many high-end  

features  and functions.  It costs several thousand dollars. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 2-1    Most Prevalent Current Tape Capture  Formats 

 

Digital Betacam                     High-end television broadcast format with the best image and sound, 
but expensive to produce  and post in. 

DV Cam                                  Excellent quality. Best format for corporate videos, festival films, and 
documentaries. The quality is good enough for television, but not 
as good as Betacam. 

DVC-Pro                                Same as DVC-Pro. 

Mini DV                                 In lesser expensive cameras,  this format is strictly a consumer  format.  In 
more expensive cameras,  it is used for corporate videos, 
documentaries, etc., and is good enough for some broadcast 
programs.  

 

 

The first two formats were invented by the Sony Corporation; the next two represent Panasonic’s 

entry into the market.  The Mini DV tape format is utilized in camera systems available from several 

manufacturers. Since the Mini DV tape type is used in Sony’s DV Cam, the cameras are usually able to 

record in either DV Cam or standard Mini DV format.  Mini DV tape can also be used to capture  high-

definition  video. Other formats include systems that  record directly to Mini DVD discs, hard drives, 

and static memory sticks and cards. 

 

If you are considering one of these  formats you must be aware of several limiting factors: 

 

•  Mini DVD camcorders  compress the video in MPEG-2 codec directly to the disc. This makes editing 

the video difficult, first because  the sound track and the video are “muxed,” or mixed together on 

the same track, and many editing software  packages  will not be able to locate or play back the 

audio. Second, the quality of original camera footage compressed to a DVD format is not as good as 

a raw video signal. 

•  Hard drive cameras work fine, but they don‘t help when the drive fills up and you want to archive 

your unedited footage for future use. The manufacturers of these  cameras  usually suggest  that  

you transfer  the footage to your computer’s hard drive to do your editing, but say nothing  about  

clearing your computer drive and being able to archive your footage. Endlessly buying hard drives is 

too expensive to consider,  so the best answer  is to have a tape recorder to transfer footage to 

for archiving. Might as well shoot on tape in the first place! 

•  Static memory devices (sticks and cards) are the most popular format today. 

First, they are simply memory chips—no moving parts to break down.  Second, their 

transfer rate for the video and audio information  is fast. When one fills up, you can 

quickly and easily swap in a new one. And last, they take up very little shelf space 

when  used as a device to archive your footage. In their current  format,  the 



 

 

amount of raw video that  even the largest-capacity versions can hold is low and 

the price is still somewhat high. When we can 

buy 60 minutes  capacity (or more) of a static memory device for our camera for less 

than  $8.00  each (as you can now buy Mini DV tape), they will be the only way to 

go. 

 

By the time you read this book, much of what has been written in the last few pages may 

be outdated and there may be other formats,  compression  schemes,  and storage devices 

on the market.  Most cameras sold today utilize static memory (mostly SD cards) to store 

captured shots, sound,  and still pictures, although some of the other formats are still being 

sold, even tape.  Camera technology  tends to change  much faster than  an author’s ability 

to keep a book updated. I suggest  you keep up by reading current video magazines  and 

books, visiting major manufacturer’s websites to peruse the latest equipment and spec 

sheets,  and talk to knowledgeable salespeople where professional camera gear is sold. 

 

Common Camera Functions 

While any camera you are looking to potentially purchase  may come with a multitude of 

fancy features, some features  are common  to all video cameras,  such as color balance,  

auto  focusing, motorized  (servo) zoom, an on-board camera microphone, etc. Standard  

definition versus high definition is becoming  a nonissue now that  high definition is taking 

the lead in sales. When considering a camera for purchase, take these  factors into 

account. 

 

Do These  Standard  Features  Have Both 

Automatic And Manual Settings? 

I may be getting  lazy in my old age, but I really appreciate the automatic features  built in to 

most cameras…but, the more features  that  can also be controlled manually 

when necessary, the better! 

How  Good Is The Lens? 

Is it a dime-sized plastic lens or a real glass lens? Are there manual focus, zoom, and perhaps  

aperture control on the lens itself? This last consideration is usually found 

only on the more expensive cameras,  but often,  a less expensive camera will include at least manual 

mechanical  focusing from the lens. “Manual” focusing from a rotating dial on the camera body is 

usually an electronic function,  and it is often difficult to make precise adjustments. 

 

Is There a Good Electronic Viewfinder? 



 

 

We’ll get to the little swing-out liquid crystal display (LCD) screen in a minute. Right now, we’re talking 

about  the diopter viewfinder that you put up to your eye to make critical focusing adjustments. The LCD 

screen is not the best instrument  for making these adjustments, so a good,  easily viewed electronic 

viewfinder is important. Unfortunately many of today’s less expensive cameras do not have an 

electronic viewfinder. 

 

What About  That LCD Screen? 

When I was just a beginner…never mind, I can’t remember that  far back. But I do recall that  camera 

operators almost always used the trusty diopter viewfinder for framing and focusing. Nowadays most 

“newbies” use the LCD screen exclusively. I gotta  admit that  even I have fallen victim to the allure of a 

good LCD screen for viewing many types of shots. When the light you’re working under allows for a 

good view of that  little screen, it does let you occasionally avert your eyes to watch for things you’re 

likely to trip over or bump into as you move around  with the camera. 

 

Things to consider when looking at cameras include making sure that  the LCD is large enough and 

clear enough—even under bright light—to see properly, can be rotated around  180 degrees  (and 

have the picture flip over so it’s right side up when viewed from the actor’s point of view), and can be 

folded against  the camera so it can be 

used as a director’s monitor  while the camera operator uses the diopter.  It’s a benefit  if they can both 

be used at the same time. 

 

Another thing to be aware of is whether the playback controls are in the form of a touch  screen. 

Personally, being an adult, non-elf-sized person,  my fingers are much too large to easily use those 

controls on that  tiny little LCD panel. I prefer actual, physical buttons. Suit yourself on that  feature. 

 

Is There a Microphone Input? 

Most inexpensive consumer  camcorders do not include a microphone input. This feature is mandatory  if 

you are going to produce  professional-looking and professional-sounding  

videos. A more costly consumer  camcorder might come with a mini-phone jack for 

microphone input. On this camera you can plug in a high-impedance microphone. 

 

On a professional  camera  ($2,000 and up) you will likely have two XLR plugs to 

accommodate professional, low-impedance microphones. Not only do the 

microphones have better  sound quality, but the low-impedance types allow for longer 

cable runs without  sound drop-off. 

 

 

 



 

 

Is The Camera Comfortable to Use? 

I find it very difficult to use most modern  consumer  camcorders  because  they are too 

small for me to comfortably handle and the viewfinders are too tiny to see through 

properly (it’s like trying to peer through a pinhole), but you might be okay with them. 

This can often be the deciding factor that  pushes you over the edge to mortgage the 

family farm and buy a more expensive, professional camera. 

 

Modern consumer  camcorders  can allow you to produce  pretty good-looking images 

under optimal conditions,  but for a full range  of controls over many different picture 

and sound situations,  you really need to save up your shekels and spring for the best 

you can afford. 

 

 

Camera Mounts 

A stable, static camera will always be the basic standard for professional-looking shots. 

 

Tripods 

While there  is a lot of handheld camera  work out there  today, traditionalists, 

perfectionists,  and professionals who really care about  the look of their programs 

will mostly use a good camera mount  for the majority of their shots, unless they are 

documentary filmmakers who have to shoot  on the fly or are instructed by their 

director to give most shots a rough,  point-of-view look. 

 

The basic standard camera mount  is the tripod (see Figure 2-3). These units come in all 

sorts of sizes and prices. Once again, the more you can afford to pay, the better  the 

shots you can make with this tool. 

 

While it’s easy to think that  a tripod’s main function is to hold the camera steady, this 

is still-photography  thinking. A still photographer’s only concern with the way the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FIGURE 2-3    A tripod is essential to good 

filmmaking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tripod is used is to be sure the camera is being held completely still, that  it’s not prone to 

unwanted movement, and that  it’s level. For this, all you need is a tripod with enough 

weight to easily support  the size and weight of your camera and a level indicator on the 

tripod head. 

 

The film or video operator must also be aware of how smoothly he or she can pan the 

camera back and forth and tilt the camera up and down.  These are important 

considerations  for the “moving picture”  camera.  It must move on these  two axes 

smoothly! For this to be so, you should invest in a tripod that  has a good,  smoothly moving 

head. 

 

The best option is a fluid head tripod, which uses silicon fluid sealed within the moving 

parts of the mounting head to smooth  out the pan and tilt motions.  It also will usually 

have adjustments to the amount of friction applied to the pan and tilt actions to 

counteract any shakiness in the operator’s application  of pressure during the move. 

 



 

 

The next best (and less expensive) option is a tripod with “fluid effect.”  These tripod heads 

use Teflon pads that  rub against  each other to smooth  the action. They aren’t quite as 

smooth  as a true fluid head,  and the Teflon pads will wear out after a few years, but they 

will often work fine until you’ve hit the big leagues and can afford a better  tripod. 

 

Dollies 

A camera dolly is really any wheeled  vehicle that  can move the camera forward and back 

(dollying) or from side to side (trucking) (see Figure 2-4). Most camera dollies are not 

motorized. They are operated by a person known as the dolly grip, who pushes, pulls, and 

steers the dolly by hand.  This is so there are no motor sounds  to disturb the sound track. If 

the camera is mounted on a car, truck, golf cart, etc., it is known as a camera car and is not 

really considered  a dolly. 

 

There are many types of dollies. A pneumatic crab dolly has a pneumatic camera mount on 

the wheeled  platform that  allows the camera to be raised or lowered a few feet using air 

pressure. Again, the dolly is manually operated, but there is a small motor that is only run 

between shots to charge the air tank that runs the pneumatic lift. When the 

lift is used during a shot, it is extremely quiet in its operation. There are often one or two 

seats on this dolly for the camera operator and, perhaps, the director, while the poor dolly 

grip struggles to push that much extra weight. 

 

A dolly that  is less expensive to rent or purchase  is called a doorway dolly—so named 

because  it is built to fit easily though a standard door opening.  It has no pneumatic arm 

and may not have two seats, but it is easier to maneuver  in tight situations. 

 

Then there are track dollies. The pneumatic dolly mentioned earlier can be run either on 

rubber wheels that  work well on a flat floor or, when the wheels are replaced with track 

wheels, on both straight and curved tracks. This makes operation smooth  even on irregular 

or bumpy surfaces. Some track dollies are nothing  more than  flat boards with four pairs of 

skateboard wheels that  you place your tripod on. Each skateboard



 

 

FIGURE 2-4    A dolly with a pneumatic mount  for raising and lowering the camera. 

 

 

 

 

 

wheel pair is mounted at 45 degrees  to each other,  and this will run smoothly on a 

standard plastic PVC plumbing pipe. This dolly is quite inexpensive to build. 

 

While wheeled  office chairs and AV carts have been used as dollies, the small wheels 

make smooth  rolling next to impossible. A good alternative is a wheelchair.  The large, 

rubber bicycle wheel makes for a smooth  ride. While you will likely have to hold the 

camera,  it is not bad if you prop your arm on the wheelchair arm rest. This should bring 

the camera viewfinder up to face level. 

 

Jibs 

Another type of camera mount  that can be rented  easily is called the jib (see Figure 2-5). It is 

meant  for high-angle  shots and those shots that are often called crane shots, where the 

camera moves dramatically from very low to very high or vice versa. 

 

Unlike the very heavy, mechanically complicated, and expensive camera crane, which we 

won’t cover here because  we’ve all seen them in documentaries about  the making of movies 

(you know…the monster  that holds a Panavision camera, the camera operator, the director, 

his wife, and his entourage), the jib is smaller, lighter, less expensive, and can be operated 

by the camera operator from the ground. 



 

 

FIGURE 2-5    A jib is useful for high-angle  and crane-type  shots. 

 

 

 

While some jibs have no actual control over the camera other than  to make sure the shot 

stays level during raising or lowering, many jibs have accessories that  allow for extra 

camera functions.  Some even hold fully robotic camera heads that can pan and tilt the 

camera, as well as provide access to zooming and focus. 

 

Camera Stabilization Systems 

The first truly effective system for stabilizing a handheld camera was introduced in 

1976.  Invented by Garret Brown and called the Steadicam,  it rapidly became  a very useful 

tool in the motion picture and (subsequently) in the video production business. 

 

This device isolates the operator’s movement from the camera,  virtually canceling out 

obvious operator shakes and bumps,  and making for an extremely smooth  and steady 

shot, even when the operator is running with the camera (see Figure 2-6). 

 

I was attending the Northwest  Film Seminar in Seattle when  the Steadicam  was 

making its debut.  After watching  several clips from Hollywood movies (one of which was 

Marathon  Man with Dustin Hoffman) and being wowed  by the very smooth- moving 

shots, Garret Brown came running  out on the theater stage  wearing the Steadicam  

rig. He was jogging (and so bouncing  up and down  as he ran), and the camera was just 

gliding smoothly in front of him. The entire audience  of professional filmmakers let out a 

collective gasp of amazement! We’d never seen anything like it. It was a very memorable 

moment. 

 



 

 

Since then,  there have been dozens  (if not hundreds)  of devices manufactured that 

will take the shakes out of handheld shots. Some, like the Glidecam, are similar to the 

Steadicam.  Others, like the Fig Rig, work on a completely different principle, so they look 

and work quite differently. But the effect is the same—the  shots look great. 

 

Other Considerations 

There are far too many camera mounts  and stabilization systems around  to enumerate all 

of them.  Some are specific to a certain situation—like a clamping camera head (sometimes 

called a hi-hat) that  can be attached to a ladder, or a set of “baby legs” 

(a very short, but substantial,  set of tripod legs) to get solid low-angle shots. Others are 

born on the spot by the mother  of all invention: necessity. An example of this  

 

 

FIGURE 2-6    Camera stabilization rigs bridge the gap 

between static tripod shots and moving hand-held 

techniques. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

might be cradling your camera in a sand bag, which can be molded to hold the 

camera at just about  any angle (see Figure 2-7). 



 

 

 

When a tripod is not conducive to your situation, don’t just fall back on a  

 

FIGURE 2-7    A simple method to stabilize your camera 

 



 

 

Unit- 5 

 

The term "video recording" refers to storing a video signal (information designed to specify a 

moving image) in a recording medium such as magnetic tape, optical disc, or computer 

memory. Video signals have much larger bandwidths &NA;65 MHz) than do audio signals 

(&NA;20 kHz), and thus involve a more complex recording and playback technology. 

 

Transverse recording 

The transverse recording technique is based upon the concept of rotation of the head 

simultaneous with transverse movement of the tape over the head. The head rotates at a speed 

of 14,400 revolutions per minute, recording a track that zigzags along the tape and gives an 

effective writing speed of 38 meters per second. In this method, a single image is divided into 

16 segments. All these segments are then recorded linearly onto the magnetic tape, in 

Read more: Video Recording - Basic Principles Of Video Recording, Recording Techniques, 

Frequency Modulation, Video Systems, Digital Recording - Video formats, VHS format, 

Betamax format, Video-format (8 ), VHS-C format - JRank Articles  

Recording format 

A recording format is a format for encoding data for storage on a storage medium. The 

format can be container information such as sectors on a disk, or user/audience information 

(content) such as analog stereo audio. Multiple levels of encoding may be achieved in one 

format. For example, a text encoded page may contain HTML and XML encoding, combined 

in a plain text file format, using either EBCDIC or ASCII character encoding, on a UDF 

digitally formatted disk. 

In electronic media, the primary format is the encoding that requires hardware to interpret 

(decode) data; while secondary encoding is interpreted by secondary signal processing 

methods, usually computer software. 

 

Recording container formats 

A container format is a system for dividing physical storage space or virtual space for data. 

Data space can be divided evenly by a system of measurement, or divided unevenly with 

meta data. A grid may divide physical or virtual space with physical or virtual (dividers) 

borders, evenly or unevenly. Just as a physical container (such as a file cabinet) is divided by 

physical borders (such as drawers and file folders), data space is divided by virtual borders. 

Meta data such as a unit of measurement, address, or meta tags act as virtual borders in a 



 

 

container format. A template may be considered an abstract format for containing a solution 

as well as the content itself. 

 

Editing and compression 

Video Compression 

There are volumes written about both audio and video compression on a yearly basis. New codecs and file 

processes come in and out of fashion even faster than the temporary technology that supports them. This trip 

toward advanced singularity relies on a few basic principles that set up what compression is within this digital 

information system. 

 

Digital sampling and storage 

Digital cinematography 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

This article is about digital image capture for film. For digital projection and distribution, 

see Digital cinema. 

 

Panavision Genesis 

Digital cinematography is the process of capturing (recording) a motion picture using digital 
image sensors rather than through film stock. As digital technology has improved in recent years, 
this practice has become dominant. Since the mid 2010s most of the movies across the world 
are captured as well as distributed digitally.[1][2][3] 

Many vendors have brought products to market, including traditional film camera vendors 
like Arri and Panavision, as well as new vendors like RED, Blackmagic, Silicon Imaging, Vision 
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Research and companies which have traditionally focused on consumer and broadcast video 
equipment, like Sony, GoPro, and Panasonic. 

As of 2017, professional 4K digital film cameras are approximately equal to 35mm film in their 
resolution and dynamic range capacity, however, digital film still has a slightly different look to 
analog film. Some filmmakers still prefer to use analogue picture formats to achieve the desired 
results.[4] 

 

Technical formats of video‐ PAL, NTSC 

 

What is NTSC Format? 

 

NTSC format is the color encoding system used by DVD players and until recently by 

broadcast television in North America, Japan, and most of South America. 

As color televison began to replace black and white, companies in the United States were 

using a number of different methods for encoding color to be broadcast to people’s homes. 

However, these methods conflicted both with each other and with older black and white 

television sets, which weren’t able to interpret the color signals being sent to them. In 1953, 
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the National Television System Committee, after which the NTSC standard is named, 

developed and enforced a single method that could be used across the nation and be 

compatible with as many different TV sets as possible. 

Though modern television sets don’t strictly use the NTSC format any longer, the timing and 

type of signal used carry over, so the format they use is usually called NTSC. 

What is PAL Format? 

PAL format is the color encoding system used by DVD players and broadcast television in 

Europe, most of Asia and Oceania, most of Africa, and parts of South America. 

PAL formatting, along with a third common standard called SECAM (A French acronym that 

translates as Sequential Color with Memory) was developed in the late 1950s to deal with 

certain shortcomings of the NTSC system as it became more widely used. The way NTSC 

encodes color meant the signal lost clarity under poor conditions, so early NTSC systems 

were vulnerable to bad weather, large buildings, especially rough terrain, and other factors. 

To solve this problem, the PAL video format reverses every second line in the signal, 

effectively cancelling out errors. Unlike NTSC, PAL encoding is still often used for over the 

air broadcasting in the regions in which it was adopted. 

NTSC vs PAL: Which one should I use? 

The short answer for most people will be NTSC. Many video editing programs such 

as VideoStudio let you choose whether to output your work as NTSC- or PAL-formatted 

videos when burning to a DVD. 

 

Which format you should use mostly depends on your location and that of your viewers, as 

you can see in the map below. If you’re producing videos that will be viewed globally, NTSC 

http://www.videostudiopro.com/en/?utm_source=DC_Blog&utm_medium=DC_Trial_Link&utm_campaign=DiscoveryCenter


 

 

is a safer choice by default – most PAL VCRs and DVD players can play NTSC video, 

whereas NTSC players generally can’t play PAL video. 

 

Why are these formats still used? 

The short answer is that they aren’t, at least not in the same way that they were originally 

intended to be. As you might imagine, the technical challenges these encoding systems were 

created to solve in the 1950’s don’t really apply to the modern world. However, DVDs are 

still labelled NTSC or PAL, and the timings, resolutions, and refresh rates established in 

these systems are still used in modern televisions and monitors. 

The main reason for this is content regionalization. Using different video formats acts as a 

layer of physical protection to reinforce national copyright laws and prevent movies and 

television from being distributed in countries without permission. In fact, this use of the 

formats as a legal enforcement method is so well-established that the distribution regions for 

video games and other interactive electronic media are often called the NTSC and PAL 

regions, even though that kind of software runs perfectly on either type of display. 

But what’s the technical difference between PAL and NTSC? 

If you’re interested in more technical information about NTSC vs PAL and their history, 

here’s a brief explanation: 

TVs draw their images line by line, and create the illusion of movement by displaying these 

images, slightly changed, many times per second. The broadcast signal for black and white 



 

 

television simply specified a level of brightness at each point along the line, so each frame 

was simply a signal with brightness information for each line. Originally, North American 

televisions displayed 30 frames per second (FPS), or one frame for every full alternation of a 

60hz household alternating current outlet. However, when color was added to these 

broadcasts, the black and white TV sets weren’t able to distinguish the color information 

from brightness information, so they tried to display the color signal as part of the picture, 

adding nonsense to the image. To display color without causing this problem, the broadcast 

needed to have a second chrominance signal added in between the oscillations of 

the luminance signal, which the black and white TVs would ignore, and the color TVs would 

look for and display using an adapter called a Colorplexer. Because this extra signal was 

added in between each frame refresh, it lengthened the amount of time each frame took to 

transfer, and the actual FPS of the display was reduced, which is why NTSC TV plays at 

29.97 frames per second instead of an even 30. 

 

In PAL regions, the standard household outlet uses a 50Hz current, so the default FPS rate 

was 25. The other primary difference in the two signals is that PAL signal uses 625 signal 

lines, of which 576 (known as 576i signal) appear as visible lines on the television set, 

whereas NTSC formatted signal uses 525 lines, of which 480 appear visibly (480i). In PAL 

video, every second line has the phase of the color signal reversed, which leads to the signals 

flattening out the frequency between the lines. Effectively what this means is that damage to 

the signal appears as errors in saturation (level of color) rather than hue (shade of color) as it 

would appear in NTSC video, leading to a higher-fidelity picture of the original studio 



 

 

version. In exchange, PAL signal loses some vertical color resolution, making colors on lines 

directly above and beneath one another blur together more, though this effect isn’t visible to 

the naked human eye. 

On a DVD, the signal isn’t encoded based on a carrier wave, so the frequency and phase 

differences between the two formats don’t exist; the only real difference is the resolution and 

the frame rate at which the video plays. 

So there you have it! More information on NTSC vs PAL than you can shake a stick at! Be 

sure to check back regularly for more great content here on the Discovery Center. 

 

Video and film timecode 

Video and film timecode[edit] 

In video production and filmmaking, SMPTE timecode is used extensively for synchronization, 
and for logging and identifying material in recorded media. During filmmaking or video 
production shoot, the camera assistant will typically log the start and end timecodes of shots, and 
the data generated will be sent on to the editorial department for use in referencing those shots. 
This shot-logging process was traditionally done by hand using pen and paper, but is now 
typically done using shot-logging software running on a laptop computer that is connected to the 
time code generator or the camera itself. 

The SMPTE family of timecodes are almost universally used in film, video and audio production, 
and can be encoded in many different formats, including: 

 Linear timecode (LTC), in a separate audio track 

 Vertical interval timecode (VITC), in the vertical blanking interval of a video track 

 AES-EBU embedded timecode used with digital audio 

 Burnt-in timecode, in human-readable form in the video itself 

 CTL timecode (control track) 

 MIDI timecode 

Keykode, while not a timecode, is used to identify specific film frames in film post-production that 
uses physical film stock. Keykode data is normally used in conjunction with SMPTE time code. 

 

Film Stock and Processing 

 

Film stock is an analog medium that is used for recording motion 
pictures or animation. It is a strip or sheet of transparent plastic film basecoated on 
one side with a gelatin emulsion containing microscopically small light-
sensitive silver halide crystals. The sizes and other characteristics of the crystals 
determine the sensitivity, contrast and resolution of the film.[1] The emulsion will 
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gradually darken if left exposed to light, but the process is too slow and incomplete to 
be of any practical use. Instead, a very short exposure to the image formed by 
a camera lens is used to produce only a very slight chemical change, proportional to 
the amount of light absorbed by each crystal. This creates an invisible latent 
image in the emulsion, which can be chemically developed into a visible photograph. 
In addition to visible light, all films are sensitive to X-rays and high-energy particles. 
Most are at least slightly sensitive to invisible ultraviolet (UV) light. Some special-
purpose films are sensitive into the infrared (IR) region of the spectrum. 

In black-and-white photographic film there is usually one layer of silver salts. When 
the exposed grains are developed, the silver salts are converted to metallic silver, 
which blocks light and appears as the black part of the film negative. Color film has 
at least three sensitive layers. Dyes, which adsorb to the surface of the silver salts, 
make the crystals sensitive to different colors. Typically the blue-sensitive layer is on 
top, followed by the green and red layers. During development, the exposed silver 
salts are converted to metallic silver, just as with black-and-white film. But in a color 
film, the by-products of the development reaction simultaneously combine with 
chemicals known as color couplers that are included either in the film itself or in the 
developer solution to form colored dyes. Because the by-products are created in 
direct proportion to the amount of exposure and development, the dye clouds formed 
are also in proportion to the exposure and development. Following development, the 
silver is converted back to silver salts in the bleach step. It is removed from the film 
in the fix step. Fixing leaves behind only the formed color dyes, which combine to 
make up the colored visible image. Later color films, like Kodacolor II, have as many 
as 12 emulsion layers,[citation needed] with upwards of 20 different chemicals in each 
layer. 
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